
Corrections 
 
There are some errors in the part of Emergency Early Warning Mail in the PT003 Basic Manual. PT003 
supports Earthquake Early Warning, but neither Tsunami warning nor Disaster evacuation information is 
supported. 

 “Display”(P.28) 
 
  Error）          ⑨ New or unread emergency early warning mail 
 
  Corrected)   ⑨ New or unread Earthquake Early Warning Mail  
 
 “LED Display”(P.29) 
 
  Error）          Missed call/Unread E-mail/Unread C-mail/emergency early warning mail 
 
  Corrected)   Missed call/Unread E-mail/Unread C-mail/Earthquake Early Warning Mail  
 
 “Using Emergency Early Warning Mail”(P.51,P.52) 
 
  Error）      emergency early warning mail 
 
  Corrected)   Earthquake Early Warning Mail  
 
  Error）     The emergency early warning mail is a service that distributes emergency earthquake 
                      information, tsunami warning or disaster evacuation information to all au cell phones 
                      in specified areas simultaneously. 
 
  Corrected)  Earthquake Early Warning mail is a service that distributes the Earthquake Early Warning 
                      issued by Japan Meteorological Agency to au cell phones in specified areas simultaneously. 
 
   



  Error）     When you receive a tsunami warning, move immediately away from the coast, and evacuate 
                      to a safe location, such as high ground or sturdy tall buildings. 
 
  Corrected)  (Tsunami warning is not supported.) 
 
  Error）    Tsunami warning issued by the Japan Meteorological Agency is sent to expected coast areas. 
 
  Corrected)  (Tsunami warning is not supported.) 
 
  Error）    Disaster evacuation information is a service that distributes bulletins concerning residents‘ 
                     safety including evacuation advisories, evacuation orders and other warnings issued by the 
                     national and local governments. 
 
  Corrected)  (Disaster evacuation information is not supported.) 
 
    Error）     Refer to the Japan Meteorological Agency web page for details about distribution of 
                      emergency earthquake information and tsunami warning. 
                      http://www.jma.go.jp/(for PCs) 
 
  Corrected)  Please refer to Japan Meteorological Agency web page for details about distribution of the 
                      Earthquake Early Warning. 
                      http://www.jma.go.jp/(for PCs) 



 “Receiving Emergency Early Warning Mail”(P.52) 
 
  Error）      emergency early warning mail 
 
  Corrected)   Earthquake Early Warning Mail  
 
  Error）      When an Earthquake Early Warning is received, a warning tone(cannot be changed) sounds 
                       and Earthquake or Disaster/Damage Info. is displayed. 
 
                       ➡ Use      to select Earthquake or Disaster/Damage Info. and then press      (OK). 
 
  Corrected)   When an Earthquake Early Warning Mail is received, a special warning tone(cannot be 
                       changed) sounds and a message pops up. The Earthquake Early Warning Mail can be 
                       displayed with a following operation. 
 
                       ➡ Use      to select Earthquake and then press      (OK). 
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